Ever seen electricity leak all over a green?

Neither have we.

The run-all-day, 2500E Hybrid Greens Mower by John Deere.

It’s about advanced technology. And common sense. The 2500E is a hybrid mower that puts power in its proper place. With a choice of a gas or diesel engine, the 2500E powers the reels using a belt-driven alternator. By removing all the hydraulics from the cutting units, we’ve eliminated 102 potential leak points. And since 90 percent of all hydraulic leaks occur in and around the reels, the possibility of a leak is extremely remote.

Also, the 2500E is battery-free. So the reels get consistent power right from the moment of engagement. Which in turn leads to a consistent cut, all day long. When you factor in lower sound levels and less fuel consumption, the 2500E makes even more sense.

Call for a demonstration today.
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